Capacity Building
Strategy Game
Instructions
Imagine...

You are staff at a foundation launching a new program to strengthen organizational capacity.

You have 15 grantee partners with whom you plan to work.

All 15 partners are at similar stages of their organizational lifecycle and you would describe them as “medium - strong”.

Instructions

1. Come to consensus on three Purpose cards for your new program
2. Come to consensus on three $ Activity cards, two $$ Activity cards and one $$$ Activity card
3. Come to consensus on three to five Impact Measure cards
Discussion Questions

1. How aligned are your current purpose, activities and impacts?

2. What changes would you like to make to your current program?

3. What would you like to stay the same?

4. How might you engage other stakeholders in this conversation?
For more information or resources, contact:

Emily Wexler
ewexler@counterpart.org
Teresa Crawford
tcrawford@counterpart.org